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ABSTRACT 
The construction, calibration and analysis of a model which simu- 
la tes  the topographic and photometric character is t ics  of the lunar surface 
a r e  described. 
grammetr ic  methods for remotely measuring the topographic features of 
the lunar surface is made based upon experimental data obtained from the 
model. Minimum accuracies  for  photogrammetric measurements ,  photo- 
met r ic  slope and albedo determinations a r e  discussed for several  experi-  
mental sensor-sun-surface geometries.  
A quantitative evaluation of the photometric and photo- 
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LUNAR SIMTJLATION MODEL AND O P T I C A L  STUDIES FOR 
LUNAR ORBITER SYSTEM S U P P O R T  
By H.  Graboske and E. Marsh 
I. SUMMARY 
The purpose of this program is the construction, calibration, and 
analysis of a model which simulates the topographic and photometric 
character is t ics  of the lunar surface. 
provide a quantitative evaluation of photometric and photogrammetric 
methods of remote analysis of lunar surface.  The model was designed to 
simulate the lunar surface closely and has  been accurately calibrated 
topographically and photometrically. 
photometric function, and the surface slopes a r e  all  known to a high de- 
g r e e  of accuracy. 
The lunar model is to be used to 
The surface normal albedos, the 
A se r i e s  of optical studies have been performed using the lunar 
ixode! wider s d a r  illtmiiri~ti~fi, for  z variety of 6 0 i i r ~ e -  eerieor-target geo- 
me t r i e s .  
photometric slope determinations and albedo determinations have been 
established. 
m e t r i e s  has  a lso been made, and comparisons between the Je t  Propulsion 
Laboratory (JPL) mean lunar photometric function, the Hapke theoretical 
photometric function and the lunar model photometric function have indicated 
cer ta in  operational procedures.  
The minimum accuracies of photogrammetric measurements ,  
An evaluation of desirable and undesirable experiment geo- 
11. INT RODU C T ION 
Due to the unique manner in which the lunar surface sca t te rs  inci- 
dent light, it  is possible to obtain significant information about the topo- 
graphy of the lunar surface by measuring its luminance. 
the well established photogrammetric techniques of determining the con- 
figuration of an a r e a  f rom photographs, new techniques a r e  being de-  
veloped for lunar photographic analysis which rely on photometric meas -  
urements. 
In addition to 
The purpose of this  program was the construction of a photometric 
lunar model which closely simulates the light- scattering propert ies  of the 
moon, and the use of this model to evaluate the procedures and accuracies  
of the various methods to be used in remote photographic analysis of the 
lunar  surface. The study portion of the program is in d i rec t  support of 
the Lunar Orbi ter  photographic experiments,  and is designed to  produce 
a quantitative basis  for  the evaluation of photographic analysis such as 
will be ca r r i ed  out by the Orbiter and its successors .  
1 
The program divides naturally into three  phases:  design and fabri-  
cation of the lunar model; calibration of the model; and optical studies 
utilizing the complete, calibrated model. The design and fabrication 
phase of the program required the production of a model which hadphoto- 
me t r i c  properties a s  c lose  to those of the lunar  sur face  a s  possible. In 
addition, topographic sca le  and real is t ic  fea tures  were  required,  as well 
as a number of special features  intended to provide a capability for ana- 
lyzing the various techniques to be used. 
of topographic calibration and photometric calibration. The topographic 
portions required production of an accura te  contour m a p  by photogram- 
me t r i c  methods, and the d i rec t  measurement  of the t e r r aced  slopes pro- 
vided a s  controls. 
model albedos and of the photometric functions for  the lunar  model and a 
witness model. The third phase, the optical studies,  required the gen- 
erat ion of photographic data using the cal ibrated model, and the photo- 
graphic application of various techniques to the result ing simulated lunar 
r e  pr e s  entat ions. 
applied to determine the best  operational methods for analyzing these 
types of data. The limitations, accuracies ,  and range of validity of the 
var ious techniques were also investigated. 
The calibration phase consisted 
The photometric calibration required measurement  of 
Both photog rammet  r ic  and photometric techniques were  
Several  fea tures  should be defined a t  this point. The geometr ical  
notation used i s  a s  follows: 
Source plane: the plane which contains a point a t  the center  of 
the tes t  a r e a  on the model and the path of the 
source as  i t  moves relative to  that point 
Sensor plane: the plane which contains a point a t  the center  of 
the tes t  a r e a  on the model and the path of the sen-  
s o r  as i t  moves relative to that point 
Source angle: i ,  the angle between the normal  to  the target  
sur face  and the line f r o m  the target  to the 
source.  High source  angles mean l a rge  \-alues 
of i,  so  that the source  is nea r  the horizon. 
Low source  angles mean smal l  values of i, the 
source  is near  the zenith 
Sensor angle: E ,  the angle between the normal  to the target  
sur face  and the l ine from the target  to the 
sensor .  High senso r  angle means l a rge  E ,  low 
sensor  angle means smal l  E .  
2 
Source-sensor/  a, the angle between the source plane and the 
plane angle: sensor  plane. When both source and sensor  
move in the same plane, a = O o ,  which is called 
the coplanar geometry. 
P l a se  angle: CY, the angle between the source-target line 
and the sensor- target  line. 
tween a and CY is given by: 
The relation be- 
c o s  CY = cos E cos i t s in  E sin i cos a 
Reflectance: the ratio of the light reflected by a surface in 
a given direction to the light incident on the 
s u r  fac e. 
Normal albedo: the ratio of the light reflected along the normal 
face (at a source angle of Oo). The reflectance 
for direct  bac k-scattering. 
t= the sur face  t o  the  light iiicidefit the S.UZ'- 
Photomet r ic 
function: mater ia l ,  as a function of 3 angles, normalized 
the distribution of angular reflectance for  a 
to the reflectance a t  i = E = Oo.  
the three angles used a r e  i, E ,  and a. The 
product of the photometric function and the 
normal  albedo gives the reflectance a t  that 
angle. 
In this study, 
3 
111. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
A.  Topographic Fea tures  
The topographic appearance of the model  sur face  is shown in Figure 1.  
The overal l  size of the model surface i s  3 . 6  m by 3. 6 m.  
continuous surface having a s e r i e s  of slopes ranging in angle from approxi- 
mately Oo to 15O on which a r e  superimposed var ious types of c r a t e r s ,  domes,  
and r i l l s .  
It consis ts  of a 
The most  prominent and numerous type feature  displayed i s  the c r a t e r .  
The c r a t e r s  shown range in diameter  f rom approximately 1 2  m m  to 600 m m .  
The number of c r a t e r s  of each s ize  va r i e s  inversely with the c r a t e r  s ize .  
The c r a t e r s  have an approximate diameter-to-depth ratio of 1O:l for the 
l a r g e r  ones down to 3 : l  for  the sma l l e r  ones.  Port ions of l a r g e r  c r a t e r s  
a r e  included a t  the front and back edges of the model.  
Several  domes a r e  a l so  included on the model. Since the domes a r e  
not a prominent feature on the lunar sur face ,  only one of each s ize  dome 
i s  included on the model. 
to-height ratio of 1 O : l  and va ry  in diameter  f rom approximately 18 mm to 
180 m m .  
The domes shown have an approximate d iameter -  
Two r i l ls  a r e  contained on the model surface.  Together the two r i l l s  
form an approximate a r c  of 270°,  which i s  designed to produce meaningful 
and interpretable changes in i t s  appearance a t  var ious sensor  angles and 
source angles. 
240 m m  and v a r y  in depth from approximately 2 2  m m  to 30 m m .  
of the r i l l s  have a maximum slope of 26O.  
The r i l l s  vary  in width from approximately 150 m m  to 
The s ides  
h addition to la rge  scale  slopes,  severa l  calibrated slopes a r e  p ro -  
vided on the model. These slopes consist  of small ,  flat a r e a s ,  2 2  cm 
square,  s e t  into the surface of the model.  
mately 2 O  to 15. 5 
They v a r y  in angle from approxi- 
0 relative to  the mean surface of the model. 
A witness model was  provided for use a s  a photometric control. The 
witness  model, 0 . 6  m by 0 . 6  m square,  has  the same photometric function 
a s  the lunar model, but is flat and without topographic features .  
B. Mechanical Fea tu res  
The model surface is constructed of reinforced molded f iberglass  
which is covered by a layer  of photometric ma te r i a l  (Bendix Photomat). 
4 
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Figure  1 Lunar  Model Illuminated by Sunlight 
5 
The surface is mounted upon a rigid support s t ructure  which i s  composed of 
of a table section and a dolly. 
face i s  attached, can be varied in inclination from O o  to 90° with respect  
to the horizontal by a hydraulic system. 
and support structure is  approximately 318 kg. 
of the model is shown in Figure 2. 
The table section, to which the model s u r -  
The total weight of the model su r -  
The mechanical s t ructure  
The simulated lunar surface is made from molded fiberglass.  The 
mold used for the fabrication of the surface was sculptured from a large 
laminated block of Styrofoam plastic. The model surface was then con- 
structed using the mold by applying four layers  of f iberglass cloth and 
epoxy over  the mold. 
smoothed by sanding. 
After the fiberglass had cured, the top surface was 
To produce the desired photometric function for  the lunar simulation 
model, the fiberglass surface was then covered by a layer  of Photomat. 
The first step in this procedure was the application of several  coats of 3M 
optical coating (white) directly on the fiberglass surface.  This provided a 
uniform, almost isotropic reflectance, with an albedo of 90%. 
thick panel of Scotts industrial  foam, 0. 8 po res /mm average pore density, 
was uniformly blackened by several  coats of 3M optical coating (black). 
blackened foam was then bonded directly to the white fiberglass surface, 
being carefully molded to the contours of the underlying fiberglass surface. 
Next a 1 2  m m -  
The 
The model is required to maintain i ts  calibration throughout its useful 
life to  f C .  5 O .  To provide the necessary rigidity combined with ease  of 
handling, the substructure of the model surface is  constructed of reinforced 
fiberglass.  The substructure consists of two  rectangular box f rames  1. 8 m 
by 3 .  6 m which a r e  approximately 2 0  c m  deep. The rectangular supporting 
f r ame  and the simulated model surface a r e  given added rigidity by a se r i e s  
of r einforc ed fiber glas s c r o s smern ber s . 
The support s t ructure  assembly i s  a welded t russ- type s t ructure ,  con- 
structed from extruded aluminum. 
because it provides the rigidity required to accurately retain the model Cali- 
This type of s t ructure  design was selected 
bration while being relatively lightweight in comparison to other types of s t ruc-  
t u re s  having equivalent s t ructural  strength. I The s t ructure  is designed for ' a maximum deflection of l e s s  than 0 . 2 5 O .  
The support assembly consists of a dolly and a movable table. 
dolly is equipped with four large-diameter  (20 cm) cas t e r s  which allow 
The 
6 
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the en t i re  assembly to be moved about easily by two o r  more  persons. 
Screw-jacks a r e  provided a t  each corner  of the dolly for le\,eling the en- 
t i r e  assembly f o r  performing photographic measurements .  
The table portion of the support assembly is made in two 1 .  8 m by 
3. 6 m sections to facilitate shipment of the model. 
bolted together and a r e  disassembled for shipment. Location pads a r e  
installed to ensure that the two sections a r e  properly aligned when they 
a re  reassembled af ter  shipment. 
These sections a r e  
The table i s  attached to the dolly a t  two points by self-aligning 
bearing blocks. 
ditional ballast is required to stabilize the support assembly regardless  
of the slope of the model surface. 
These points a r e  located on the dolly such that no ad- 
The slope of the en t i re  table can be varied from 0' to 90° with r e -  
spect to the horizontal by a hydraulic system which is  an  integral  part  of 
the support assembly. 
draulic system a r e  mounted along one side of the dolly (Figure 2 ) .  
The control panel and the hand pump for the h y -  
A flow diagram for  the hydraulic system is shown in Figure 3. The 
major  components a re :  actuator cylinder,  a hand pump, a r e se rvo i r ,  and 
the related hydraulic valves. 
the three  valves located on the control panel and the hand pump which i s  
mounted adjacent to the control panel (F igure  4). The valves located on 
the control panel a r e  the selector  valve, by-pass se lec tor ,  and a needle 
valve. The selector  valve controls the direction of the table t ravel  and 
is spring-loaded to re turn to the closed position when i t  is released. 
by-pass selector  is used to direct  the flow of fluid through the needle 
valve for  making a vernier  adjustment of the table position. The vern ier  
adjustment of table position is controlled by the needle valve. The hand 
pump is a dual-stroke type and requires  a force of approximately 5 .  5 kg 
to operate. 
Operation of the system is controlled by 
The 
The normal  operating p res su re  in the system is approximately 
138.0 newtons/cm 2 . The system is capable of operating at p re s su res  up 
to approximately 690 newtons/ cm2 without damage. 
2 valve installed in the sys tems is set at  450 newtons/cm . 
The p res su re  rel ief  
8 
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C. ODerational Procedure 
The model i s  easi ly  oriented in azimuth by rotating the ent i re  assembly. 
It can be levelled by adjusting the four screwjacks located a t  each of the 
co rne r s  of the model. 
calibration plates, which a r e  reference surfaces  aligned to the mean model 
surface to within an accuracy of f 12 min of a r c .  The level is used to indi- 
cate the exact horizontal, a s  the screwjacks a r e  adjusted. 
A precision level is placed in turn on both of the level 
After the model has  been accurately levelled in the above manner ,  the 
model table can be ra i sed  to any elevation angle up to 90°. 
by-pass selector  i s  se t  a t  the by-pass position, the selector valve turned to  
''up'' (See Figure 4) and the dual stroke pump operated manually. 
m e t e r  placed on the appropriate level calibration plate (as shown in Figure 4) 
measures  the model table elevation angle with respec t  to the horizontal. 
the required angle is near ,  the by-pass selector can be turned to fine adjust, 
and the ve ry  slow fine motion used to move the model table to the exact angle. 
To  return the model table to a horizontal r e s t  position, r e - s e t  the by-pass 
selector  to by-pass,  and turn the selector valve to "down". 
g rea t e r  than 70°, the hand pump must  be used to s t a r t  the downward motion. 
F o r  angles l e s s  than 70°, the weight of the model table will  cause i t  to settle 
onto the bumper pads.  
To do this, the 
A clino- 
Once 
F o r  elevations 
The model surface should be protected whenever it i s  not in use,  by 
placing a large plastic sheet over the ent i re  model a rea .  This reduces the 
dust, d i r t  and mois ture  which can damage the sur face ,  and modify i t s  photo- 
me t r i c  propert ies .  Small  pieces of a i rborne dir t ,  especially white flakes 
can show up quite c lear ly  in photographs. It i s  recommended that the model 
surface be cleaned with a powerful vacuum cleaner whenever dust and d i r t  
have accumulated on it. Care should be taken that thevacuum nozzle does 
not touch the photomat surface o r  pull the foam away f rom the substrate .  
If the model foam surface is damaged o r  reflectance variations appear,  it  
is possible to r e s to re  the original sur face  by respraying the foam surface 
with 3M optical black coating. 
or  less )  and at a ve ry  shallow angle to the surface,  using broad sweeping 
a r c s .  
f lakes of a i r -dr ied  paint which settle on the white substrate.  
This should be done at low p r e s s u r e  (30 psi  
After the respraying, the surface should be vacuumed to  remove 
IV MODEL CALIBRATION 
A .  Photogrammetric Calibration 
A detailed contour map of the lunar model was generated by s t a n -  
dard  photogrammetric techniques. The model was illuminated by sunlight, 
the source angle being approximately 6 0  , high enough to create  good con- 
trast  without casting shadows that might obscure any pa r t  of the model.  
The model was a ver t ica l  orientation, with the photogrammetric baseline 
6 .  1 m away. 
0 
A set o i  six photogrammetric control m a r k e r s  a r e  incorporated in 
the model  which provide a fixed s e t  of ver t ica l  and horizontal control 
points for the photogrammetric reduction. 
of which a r e  shown in Figure 4) a r e  15 cm-high posts,  2. L cm-square  
cross-sect ion,  with an etched c r o s s  to provide a sighting point. 
heights and locations of these m a r k e r s  were  measu red  using a theodolite 
and s t ee l  tape p r io r  t o  the photographic measurements .  
These control m a r k e r s  (two 
The exact 
Prel iminary studies of the photomat mater ia l  which is used for the 
model surface indicated that under cer ta in  viewing conditions, it w a s  dif- 
ficult to  focus the s t e reo  plotter on the top surface of the porour photo- 
m a t .  
c a m e r a  angles .  
This problem was removed by optimizing the illumination and 
The photogrammetric data were obtained with a modified Fairchild 
T12 a e r i a l  camera  with a 2 2 .  8 cm by 22. 8 cm film format .  The s t e r e o  
photographs were  analyzed by a Galileo-Santoni Model IV s t e r e o  cartograph 
using a 1: 16.66 plotting sca l e  to produce a 1:6 sca le  map.  
the contour intervals is accurate  to  within 2. 03 mm in the ver t ica l  dimension 
and 0. 13 m m  in the horizontal dimension. 
The location of 
The resu l t s  of the photogrammetric calibration a r e  given i n  F ig -  
ure 5. This contour map  of the en t i re  lunar  model  has  a 1:50 sca l e ,  
IO-mm contour intervals and 5-mm supplementary contour intervals 
where rapid surface changes occur .  
mm . 
The x and y map coordinates a r e  in 
1 2  
13 
L 
B. Slope Calibration 
A s e t  of 20 cal ibrated slope a r e a s  have been provided on the model,  
In addition to the accura te  surface calibration given each 15 cm square.  
in the contour map presentation, a measu remen t  of the la rge  sca l e ,  a v e r -  
age slope of these a r e a s  was made directly.  
The lunar model w a s  s e t  on the leveling pads,  and the en t i re  model 
leveled by use of the control m a r k e r s  and the Wild T3 precis ion theodo- 
lite. The model was leveled to within 0. 01 of the horizontal. Once the 
model was level, the inclination of each slope su r face  to the horizontal  
w a s  measured  with a Hilger-Watts Model B cl inometer .  This m e a s u r e -  
ment,  accurate  to within 1 min of a r c  (0 .  017 ) was repeated three  t imes.  
A l l  slopes were measu red  along the line of s teepes t  descent,  
0 
0 
The resul ts  of the slope calibration a r e  i l lustrated in F igure  6. 
0 
The 14 inclined slope a r e a s  range from a minimum of 2 . 0  
mum of 15. 5 , oriented in a l l  four directions.  In addition, a s e t  of s ix  
flat  control a r e a s  a r e  present  which have a slope of 0 , placed a t  various 
locations on the model,  for  the purpose of photometric controls.  
to a maxi-  
0 
0 
The accuracy of the measuring procedure was I minute of a r c  o r  
0 l e s s  ( 0  . 017), but the individual variations in each slope c rea t ed  l a r g e r  
e r r o r s  in the final value. These var ia t ions,  which can be seen  in the de- 
tailed contour lines on the slope tes t  a r e a s ,  produced an e r r o r  of 0 .  L 5 O  
in the s lope calibration. The values presented in F igure  6 therefore  a r e  
accura te  to * O .  25 , although much higher accuracy can be obtained from 
the contour intervals of Figure 5. 
nea r  the center  of the la rge  rill, where the r i l l  w a l l  is  inclined 26 to the 
horizontal. 
0 
The maximum slope on the model i s  
0 
C. Photometric Calibration 
The photometric calibration of the lunar model  and the witness 
model  required a l a rge ,  darkenable facility and a var ie ty  of tes t  equip- 
ment .  The basic tes t  equipment consisted of a collimated light sou rce ,  
a photoelectric photometer,  a theodolite, and subsidiary optical equip- 
ment .  
The light source was a s tandard theater-type spotlight, with a 
A s e t  of lenses  and baffles were  5 0 0 - W  lamp,  mounted o n  a tripod. 
14 
- 
Contour Interval :  2 .54  Cm 
Scale 1 23 - - - - O u t l i n e  of a l h d o  variance areas 
0 Denotes ca l ibrated slopos 
0 Denotes locat ions  of cratera 
e Denotes locat ions  of dams  
F i g u r e  6 Lunar Model Slope Calibration Data 
1 5  
attached to provide a 7.  6 cm -diameter  coll imated beam.  
suspended from the coll imator to allow accura te  positioning of the lamp 
a t  each of the source  stations.  
la tor  to ensure constant illumination. The photometer used i s  a Photo- 
Research  ( P - R )  brightness m e t e r ,  with a range of 0. 01 to 10 f t -L.  A 
calibration standard was used to a s s u r e  accura te  and consistent p e r -  
formance of this device. 
with an 0. 5 The accuracy  of the  instrument  is better than 
5q0. 
urements ,  the accuracy  of this instrument  being bet ter  than 5 s ec  of a r c .  
A plumb bob uras 
The source  w a s  operated off a line regu-  
5 
The collecting optics a r e  7 . 6  cm in  d iameter ,  
A Wild T3 precis ion theodolite was used to  make a l l  angular m e a s -  
0 field of view. 
The photometric calibration procedure consis ted of illuminating the 
target  with the coll imated source  and measur ing  the resultant luminance 
with the P - R  brightness me te r .  
in Figure 7.  
successively mounted on the large movable tes t  stand. 
baseline for  these measurements  consisted of th ree  points defined by 
plumb bobs. 
then the ent i re  test  stand moved s o  that the sur face  of the model was ex- 
actly aligned with the plumb bobs. 
the theodolite, which provided an extremely accura te  positioning. 
The experimental  setup i s  i l lustrated 
Each panel of the lunar model  and the witness model was 
The reference 
The model  w a s  placed a t  the des i red  height and position and 
This alignment was determined with 
Before the calibration procedure was s tar ted,  the theodolite had 
been used to sight in  two se ts  of "stations": the source  s ta t ions,  and the 
senso r  stations. The source  stations were  located on a c i r c l e  of 1. 5 m 
radius  f rom the cent ra l  reference point, a t  5 O  in tervals .  
The sensor  stations were  located on a l a r g e r  c i r c l e ,  of 2 .  8 m 
0 0 0 
radius ,  a l so  a t  5 in te rva ls ,  f rom -90 to +90 with respect  to the no r -  
m a l  to the reference baseline, By suspending plumb bobs from both the 
source  and the sensor  and aligning both instruments  so  that these bobs 
hung exactly over the station m a r k e r s ,  i t  was possible to se t  the source  
and senso r  angles accurately to within a fraction of a degree.  
in source  and senso r  angle i s  negligible compared to the probable e r r o r  
inherent in  the photometer reading, which i s  the major  instrumental  
sou rce  of e r r o r  for the photometric function. 
The e r r o r  
The ent i re  lab  w a s  darkened, the brightness of the model  when 
illuminated only by the ambient light being less  than the 0. 01 f t -L  mini-  
mum capability of the photometer. The calibration procedure was p e r -  
fo rmed  by placing the source  a t  a specified angle ( i  = source  angle, 
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E = sensor  angle) and illuminating the chosen ta rge t  areas on the model,  
which w a s  marked s o  that the field of view of the photometer would a l -  
w a y s  view the same  location. The photometer was then used to perform 
a s e r i e s  of luminance measurements ,  covering the complete range of 
usable sensor  angles ,  usually -80 to t 8 0  . Due to the seve re  fo re -  
shortening at high sensor  angles, the 0.  5 
to fit into the foreshortened 7 .  6 c m  spot at source angles above 80°,  S O  
these data were not obtained. 
in te rva ls ,  while the source was positioned at 10 
ranging from -80 to t80  . A magnesium oxide block was used as  a r e -  
flectance standard to ensure source  stabil i ty and to provide an  absolute 
luminance calibration. 
and i ts  reflectance was approximately lambertian out to 60 
to the normal.  
0 0 
0 field of view would be too large  
0 The sensor  readings were  obtained a t  5 
0 
intervals  for  angles 
0 0 
The reflectance of this block w a s  found to be 98OJo0, 
0 with respect  
Two sets  of luminance curves were  measured  to produce two se t s  
of photometric functions. The f i r s t  s e t  w a s  measured  i n  a coplanar ge-  
ometry,  where the sensor  and the source moved in the s a m e  plane ( p a r -  
a l le l  to the ground). 'This coplanar geometry,  where the angle between 
the source  plane and the sensor  plane, a ,  i s  0 , i s  approximately equix-a- 
lent to the geometry of the sun-moon-earth,  a l l  th ree  moving in a lmost  
the s a m e  plane. The second s e t  of curves  were  generated for  a nonco- 
planar geometry, the source-sensor  plane angle being 90 . Here the 
source  moved in the ver t ical  plane,  while the sensor  moved in the hori-  
zontal plane. In theory,  the photometric function for  any angle,  a? be- 
tween these two extreme cases  could be  constructed by interpolating 
between these two se t s  of measurements .  
0 
0 
The photometric function curves  a r e  normalized to 1. 0 a t  the ge- 
0 ometry  i = E = 0 , 
brightness of an  area whenever i = E ,  because e i ther  the source  obscures  
the field of view i f  in f ront  of the senso r ,  o r  the sensor  cas t s  a shadow 
when the source is behind i t .  Fo r  the lunar photometric functions, such 
as analyzed by  P a r k e r  e t  al. (1964),  measurements  a r e  made at o r  near  
ecl ipse,  when the sun is a lmost  aligned with the ea r th ' s  position, the 
sensor  and source angles a lmost  coinciding. At best this is 1 o r  m o r e  
away f r o m  the peak, s o  peak luminances fo r  the moon must  be extrapo- 
lated,  which is r a the r  inaccurate in  view of the very rapid change of the 
lunar photometric function nea r  i = E .  
In practice i t  is extremely difficult to measu re  the 
0 
The method chosen f o r  this study in\rolved the use of a beam spl i t ter .  
placed in  front of the source ,  S O  that the photometer line of sight could be 
made to coincide to within minutes of a r c  with the source beam. This method 
w a s  used to measure  every luminance where i = E, f rom - 8 0  to t 8 0 ,  a s  
well a s  f o r  the albedo measurements  ( see  following subsection, "Albedo 
Calibration").  The beam spl i t ter  w a s  cal ibrated in the laboratory,  and 
gave close to a 5 n / 5 0  division of the light beam. The apparatus  i s  i l lus-  
t r a t ed  in Figure 8 .  The collimated source illuminated the target a r e a  on 
the lunar  model through the beam spl i t ter ,  for the des i red  value of i .  In 
addition to illuminating the ta rge t  a r e a ,  the source produced a secondary 
beam,  cal led the sink beam, a s  well a s  illuminating the beam spl i t ter .  The 
beam spl i t ter  w a s  kept a s  clean a s  possible to minimize the light scattering 
dust par t ic les .  The secondary beam was given a much longer path than the 
target  beam, up to 7 .  6m,  to allow diffusion and weakening of the beam. 
Then a relatively diffuse highly absorbent velvet "light sink" w a s  placed in 
the sink beam, to  minimize back-scat ter .  
The photometer was placed so  that i t s  line of sight coincided exactly 
with the center  of the sink beam and, a s  viewed through the beam sp l i t t e r ,  
with the center  of the target  a r e a .  
( lunar model,  sink surface,  and the beam spl i t ter  su r f aces )  was measured .  
Then the photometer w a s  moved very slightly to  the s ide,  just  out of the 
ref lected beam f rom the beam spl i t ter .  
the beam spl i t ter ,  were found to  be nondirectional near  the normal  to these 
sur faces ,  so that a slight change in  sensor  angle would not cause a measu r -  
able change in luminance. 
the beam spl i t ter  alone (slightly off-axis so neither target  nor  sink were  in 
the field) and of the sink alone (again off-axis so neither the beam spl i t ter  o r  
ta rge t  were  in the field). 
subtracted from the total luminance, yielding the luminance of the target  
a r e a  alone. The luminance at i = E (the back-sca t te r  peak) had to be scaled 
for comparison with the normal  nonpeak measurements ,  because the intro-  
duction of the beam spl i t ter  cut the source  intensity by one-half. The mag- 
nesium oxide reflectance standard was used for both types of measu res  (with 
and without the beam sp l i t t e r )  to  give the necessary  scale  factor .  A g rea t  
deal of c a r e  must  be taken in the measurement ,  since the photometric function 
of a lunar-type surface changes very rapidly near  i = E ,  and a la rge  e r r o r  
can resul t  f r o m  a smal l  angular e r r o r .  
The total luminance of the multiple ta rge ts  
The two noise sources ,  the sink and 
This made i t  possible to read  the luminance of 
Once these \values were obtained, they could be 
The resul t  of these measurements  was a s e r i e s  of luminance values for  
the lunar  model, ranging from -80° to  +80° i n  sensor  angle i n  5 O  increments ,  
for  source angles  f rom - 8 O O  to +80°, in loo increments ,  for the two 
geometr ies ,  All these luminances were then a = 0' and 90°. 
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Figure 8 Albedo Measurement Setup 
divided by the luminance a t  i E = Oo (both source and sensor  directly 
above the target)  to obtain the photometric function for  this particular 
a r ea .  
The photometric function was determined in this manner for  six s e -  
lected regions on the lunar model, and fo r  two regions on the witness 
model. 
the estimated accuracy of the photometer (*:TO) and were  random in cha r -  
a c t e r ,  s o  a l l  eight se t s  of photometric function were  summed and a mean 
photometric function computed. 
the lunar  modeland the witness model a n d i s  tabulatedin Table I for a = 00 and 
Table 11 for a = 90°. 
ures  9, 10, and 11. 
The mean differences in the curves for these eight a r e a s  were within 
The mean photometric function i s  the same for 
The form of these curves is i l lustrated in Fig- 
In general ,  the coplanar curves exhibit the basic character is t ic  of the 
photometric curves  of the lunar surface: strong back-scatter with a maxi- 
mum a t  i = E ,  f o r  any value of i. The peaks a r e  very sha rp  and the lumi- 
nance falls off rapidly away from the peak in both directions, 
very  high source angles,  the back-scattering character is t ic  is strong. A t  
moderate  source  angles 30 < i < 60 , the model exhibits a slight forward 
scattering peak, which is algo observed for  cer ta in  lunar surface a r e a s  
(Hapke, 1963). 
Even at 
0 0 
Although the model does exhibit the general  behavior found in the 
lunar surface,  there  a r e  two major differences which should be noted. 
F i r s t ,  the peak luminance ( a t  i = E )  falls off with increasing source angle. 
F o r  the lunar case ,  this does not occur, the value of the photometric 
function peaking near  1.  0 for  source angles from 0 to 80°. 
model has peak values near  1 . 0  only for  0 to loo,  with a sharp  drop 
between 20' and 60°, and a leveling off a t  approximately 0.4 for source 
angles above 60'. 
function lying near  1. 0, they drop off following a bell-shaped curve.  This 
is the major  deficiency in the model, producing lower luminances (for  a l l  
s enso r  angles) than the lunar surface,  for high source  angles. 
The lunar 
0 
So instead of all the peak values of the photometric 
The reason for this behavior is the s t ruc ture  of the Photomat, a 
porous foam layer  with a strongly reflecting substrate.  A s  higher and 
higher source  angles a r e  reached, less of the substrate  is visible, due to 
the longer path of the light rays through the layer of porous foam, Even 
though the backsca t te r ing  character is t ics  a r e  maintained, the reflect-  
ances  a r e  lower than the equivalent lunar values for the s a m e  geometry. 
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This  defect cannot be corrected without using a radically different photo- 
m e t r i c  mater ia l ,  where the porous layer  itself is the strong reflector,  
just  as the case  for the lunar surface.  But a s  long a s  the model i s  accur-  
ately calibrated, i t  is possible to use it just  a s  if it reproduced the moon's  
propert ies  exactly. The methods and procedures  will  be unaffected. 
It is probable that this difference wi l l  not produce significantly different 
relative luminance values in  a photograph than would be obtained for  a 
lunar photograph. The reason i s  that the range of surface slopes is usually 
quite small ,  30' being la rge  f o r  a m a r i a  region. 
apparent source angles, which f o r  any region of m a r i a  i s  equal to the range 
of slope angles, will be small. 
curves  which apply to a given photograph wi l l  only cover some 30° in source 
angle, and by examining Figures  9, 10, and 11, for  high and low source angle, 
(i > 50° o r  <30°), the peak values do not change very  much over 30'. So for  
these geometries, high and Inw E I Q Q ~ C ~  zng:le_a, the re f lectance n-pba I"","- A n  M" nnt *A" 
vary  too much m o r e  than the lunar values do, which should reduce the 
differences in appearance that might result .  The obsolete values of the 
luminances will,  of course,  be smaller.  
Therefore,  the range of 
This means  that the se t  of photometric 
The second ma jo r  difference is that the reflectance peaks a r e  much 
sharper  on the lunar model than for  the lunar functions (Her r iman  - e t  al. , 
1963). The theoretical  photometric function of Hapke (1963) can be used to 
quantify this difference. His back- scattering function, B(a, g) was depen- 
dent on a compaction parameter  g which had a range of 0.4 to  0. 8 for  typical 
lunar regions. A value of g = 0.6  produced curves which best  matched the 
JPL near- lunar  photometric function. 
best  matched the curves f o r  the lunar model was 0. 2, indicating a much 
sharper  peak than is observed for the lunar surface.  The only way to 
co r rec t  this defect would be to use a l a rge r  pore s ize  f o r  the photomat, but 
this would cause an  increased albedo and a l e s s  pronounced back-scatter,  
and both these effects would have to be balanced against the advantages of 
decreasing the sharpness  of the peak. 
The value of the Hapke parameter  which 
Two other factors  which should be noted a r e  the fall  of the curves for  
> iil and the forward sca t te r  at high sensor  angles. For the geometry 
l l ~ o u r c e  below sensor  a t  high source angles" o r  J E ~  > lil for lit >60°, the 
photometric function fal ls  off much m o r e  slowly than the JPL cGrves. 
is due to  an isotropic scattering component f rom the upper l aye r s  of the 
blackened foam surface,  which becomes m o r e  important relative to the 
etrong substrate  re turn  a@ the source angle becomes large and the 
This 
ra t io  of foam 
pract ical  way 
surface to substrate surface increases .  The re  is no 
to improve this. The forward scattering component, which 
27 
f o r  i < 60° is fairly s imilar  to  the forward sca t te r  observed for the moon, 
becomes very large for  i > 60°. This is a l so  due to  reflectance from the 
foam surface,  and prevents the model f r o m  being used accurately for  ge- 
ometr ies  where the camera  line of sight is within 20° of the surface,  point- 
t in toward the sun. 
- 
One problem encountered in the ear ly  phase of the calibration pro- 
Small  g r a m  was a n  unevenness or  lumpiness in the photometric curves.  
humps would appear at  different values of i fo r  different sensor  angles. 
The cause of this was found to be the resolution of individual "anomalous" 
pores  in the photomat mater ia l .  
obtained with the sensor  a t  a 1 .  4m range. Due to the mechanical swirling 
process  which is used to  aera te  the plastic, there  a r e  regions in  the Scott 
foam sheets  which have oversize or  undersize pores.  
density is 0. 8 po res /mm,  but some pore regions can have pores 2 to 3 
t imes  this large,  o r  much smal le r .  
s ize  or  oversize pores a r e  centered in the photometer field of view, the 
resultant curves contain local humps where la rge  a r e a s  of the substrate  
show through. The only solution to this is to place the sensor  a t  a range 
which is sufficient to  ensure that the field of view covers  a la rge  number 
of pores.  
3.  Om was required. 
photometer telescope had to be made  for each a r e a  to  ensure that no very  
la rge  or  very small  pores were in the field of view. 
taken, not only will unevenness in the photometric curves  resul t ,  but the 
resultant photometric function will be different due to the much m o r e  open 
o r  dense pore s t ructure .  
The ear ly  photometric readings were  
The average pore 
If a n  a r e a  containing a group of under- 
Fo r  the sensor  used in this experiment, a minimum range of 
Even a t  this range, a visual inspection through the 
If this c a r e  is not 
The second se t  of photometric functions, the noncoplanar ( a  = 90°) 
geometry,  cannot be compared to the lunar case,  since this geometry is 
only attainable by a satell i te in a lunar polar orbit. These data, in fact ,  
represent  the f i r s t  attempt a t  constructing a photometric function f o r  a 
lunar-type surface for  this satell i te geometry. In theory, the photometric 
functions fo r  any satellite orbit with inclinations f rom O o  (the coplanar ge- 
ometry)  up to 90° (polar)  can be generated by interpolation between these 
two sets. 
this a difficult pract ical  problem ( s e e  next section). 
Due to  the ra ther  large differences in their  fo rms ,  however, 
0 The general  character is t ic  of the a = 90 geometry is that for  sma l l  
But a s  the source angle increases ,  the luminance a t  a l l  sen-  
0 
source  angles (near  0 ) the photometric function is quite close to the co- 
planar case.  
sor angles drops, and the peak is  always at Oo sensor  angle, independent 
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0 of the source angle. Finally for source angles i > 50 , the reflectance i s  
a lmost  completely independent of sensor angle, bLt s t i l l  strongly depen- 
dent on source angle ( for  example, the reflectances a t  i = 80° a r e  less  
than one-third of those for  i = 60°). In the next section these curves a r e  
discussed in m o r e  detail. 
One interesting comparison may be made which lends credance to 
photometric function f o r  the noncoplanar geometry.  
other experimental  data to  compare with these curves,  there i s  an analytical 
comparison which can be made. 
rived by Hapke, which has been demonstrated to match  closely with the lunar 
photometric data, is capable of generating photometric functions for  any 
geometry.  A theoretical  photometric function has been computed for  the 
a = 90° geometry using the Hapke equation, with a compaction parameter  
of 0. 6. The resultant curves  a r e  shown in  Figure 15, and the qualitative 
agreement  with the lunar model curves is striking. 
character is t ics  agree ;  the shape, the i and E ciepenrieiice a r e  quite similar. 
The peak is much broader  f o r  the Hapke curves,  but this is due to the lunar 
value of the compaction parameter .  
angles a r e  much lower than the values for  the lunar model, but this is 
probably due to the isotropic scattering f rom the foam surface. This 
agreement  provides strong support for  the validity of the noncoplanar 
photometric function. 
Although there  a r e  no 
The theoretical  photometric function de- 
A l l  the pertinent 
Also the values for the very  high source 
D. Albedo Calibration 
The same  instrumentation and general  procedures  were  used to 
m e a s u r e  the mean normal  albedos of the lunar model. Since this m e a s -  
urement  has to be made a t  i = E: = Oo, the beam spl i t ter  technique was 
used. Early laboratory studies showed that measuring the luminance a t  
sma l l  source angles (E z 1 ) produced significant e r r o r s  in  the resultant 
extrapolation to the peak ( E  = Oo), due to the very rapid change in the 
photometric function near  i = E: = 0' (See Figure 9). 
0 
The normal  albedo is defined a s  the rat io  of the luminance of the 
model a t  i = E: = Oo to the luminance of the magnesium oxide reflectance 
standard. The mean absolute reflectance of the magnesium oxide block 
was estimated a s  0.98, and it was found to be lambertian for all angles 
up to 60° from the normal  to the surface. The procedure was f i r s t  to 
position the model in  the target beam andmeasure  the total luminance. Then 
the magnesium oxide block w a s  placed in  the target  beam and the total 
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luminance measured. 
measured  and subtracted f rom the two totals. 
luminances gives the mean  normal  albedo of the model  with respect  to 
the reflectance standard. 
The sink and beam split ter  luminances were then 
The ra t io  of the resultant 
It was also necessary  in  this experiment to be very  careful of the 
model  pore structure.  A minimum sensor  distance of 3. Om and visual 
inspection of the surface were always required to  ensure  no anomalous 
pore a reas .  
The resul ts  of the albedo calibration a r e  given in Table 111. The 
mean-normal albedo of the lunar model, a s  measu red  for  five a r e a s ,  i s  
0.0515, o r  5.15%. The albedo of the witness model,  measured  for three 
a r e a s ,  was found to be 4. 88'7'0, slightly lower than lunar model average. 
The albedo variance a r e a s ,  provided in  the fo rm of four a r e a s  as shown 
in Figure 6,  were  a l so  calibrated in the same  manner.  The albedos of 
this s e t  of a r eas  ranged f rom 8 .  072 to 0. 079, a s  tabulated in Table 111. 
TABLE I11 
LUNAR MODEL NORMAL ALBEDO VALUES 
Location 
Lunar Model 
Witness Model 
Albedo Variances * 
Area  1 
Area  2 
Area  3 
Area  4 
Mean Normal  Albedo 
0. 0515 
0. 0488 
0.0720 
0. 0784 
0. 0794 
0. 0784 
RMS Deviation - 
0. 0056 
0 .  0031 
0. 0042 
0.001 8 
0.0015 
0. 0018 
* 
Refers  to a reas  on the model designated in Figure 6. 
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V. PHOTOMETRIC AND PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ANALYSIS 
Photogrammetr ic  Studies of the Lunar Model A.  
The photogrammetry experiment was designed to  provide informa- 
tion concerning the accuracy and repeatability of photogrammetr ic  meas  - 
urements  on lunar-type surface.  The base-to-height ra t io  chosen for this 
experiment was equal to that of the Lunar Orbi ter ,  0. 388. 
tion of the optical system was adjusted so that features  eight t imes a s  
la rge  a s  those a t  the resolution limit of the high-resolution camera  s y s -  
tem would be jus t  recognizable. 
of 8 t imes 12 m m  or  9 . 6  cm.  
The resolu-  
This  gave a minimum recognition s ize  
A se r i e s  of s te reo  photographs was obtained with a variety of sun- 
c a m e r a  geometries,  using the specified base -to-height ra t io  and reso-  
lution. Thelunar  model was illuminated by the sun, and the camera  sys-  
tem placed 19m f rom the model. The theodolite and s teel  tape were used 
to position the various components accurately.  Once taken, the photo- 
graphs were a l l  developed in a uniform manner ,  so  that no processing ef- 
fects would enter.  
The nine a reas  chosen on the  lunar model for photogrammetric 
measurement  included two smal l  eroded c r a t e r s ,  a sma l l  and a moderate  
s ize  dome,  a moderate  and a large c r a t e r ,  a wrinkle ridge peak, two lo- 
cations in the la rge  rill, and a calibrated slope a r e a .  These a r e a s  were 
chosen to  provide a wide range of surface charac te r i s t ics ,  and a range of 
s izes ,  f rom just  below to  much la rger  than the resolution l imit .  
The photogrammetric reduction was car r ied  out trigonometrically 
using the standard equations for the problem. The height above the ref-  
erence point was 1 9 m ;  the s tereo baseline w a s  7. 1 m and the film image 
format  was 10.2 cm x 12.7 cm. The resul ts  of these measurements  a r e  
given in  Table IV for s ix  photographs and nine model a reas  for the x and 
y coordinates. The t rue  coordinates (mm) taken f rom the contour map a r e  
given for  each of the six photographs. In the columns labelled "Mean Co- 
ordinates]  l t  the mean values of four a r e a s  a r e  tabulated, for photographs 1, 
2 ,  3, 5 and 6. In the las t  two columns, the ratio of the mean e r r o r  to the 
mean coordinate is given, which is a measure  of the fractional e r r o r  in 
the experiment.  
sponds to camera  near ly  overhead and the sun at 45O.  
The resul ts  for photographs 1 and 2 a r e  in generalthe best .  This c o r r e -  
The resul ts  for 
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photographs 3 and 4 a r e  considerably worse,  the photograph 4 resul ts  being 
extremely in e r r o r .  Here the sun is  again at  45O to the normal ,  but the cam-  
e r a  i s  30° and 50° (approximately) to the normal ,  the la t ter  being a very high 
oblique shot. The resul ts  for 5 and 6 a r e  not a s  good a s  1 and 2 ,  but a r eno t  
too bad. 
near ly  overhead. 
photograph 4 where E z 50°, since the high oblique view has introduced large 
e r r o r s  not attributable to the model s t ruc ture .  In general ,  the resul ts  shown 
in the table indicate a fair  degree of repeatability, and a mean e r r o r  of the 
o r d e r  of 5 to 10%. This is considered to beanupper  limit: for reasons ex- 
plained below. 
This geometry was a high sun angle, 60°to normal,  with the camera  
The mean values and diviations a r e  computed neglecting 
Experimental  difficulties i n  the photogrammetric experiment pro  - 
duced a number of undesirable features which a r e  related.  The large num- 
b e r  of unmeasured coordinates shown in the table,  the moderate-to-large 
e r r o r s ,  and the absence of the z-coordinate measurements  a r e  a l l  the r e -  
sult of the two causes .  The first cause i s  that use of photogrammetric 
methods to measure  positions under the combined circumstances of very 
uniform surface appearance,  low resolution and unfavorable source-sensor  
geometry produces considerable e r r o r s .  Thus only a t  moderate to low sen- 
s o r  angles and high source angles i s  the georrietry favorable to  making 
accurate  measurements .  Fu r the r ,  the low re  solution l imits severely the 
size of the feature which can be accurately measured.  Even features which 
a r e  resolved may be too indistinct or blurred to permit  accurate location of 
reference points. The second cause of e r r o r  in this set  of measures  i s  in-  
adequacy of the lunar photometric model for photogrammetric measurements .  
Initially the model was designed to be used a t  high resolution for photometric 
studies,  the minimum feature size being 12 m m .  This required a fa i rnumber  
of small  fea tures ,  and the lunar topographic requ rement that the number of 
features  ( c ra t e r s )  of a given size i s  inversely proportional to their  diameter 
meant that only a few large objects could be represented. This,  combined 
with the size limitations of the model i tself ,  meant that only a few features  
on the lunar model have a size which can be resolved by the very low resolu- 
tion required for the experiment.  In other words,  the resolution element of 
9 .6cm is so la rge  relative to the model features  that only a very few could 
be recognized o r  discerned under the best  viewing conditions. 
This problem is bet ter  appreciated by seeing Figure 12 ,  which shows 
the lunar  model a s  it appears  at  the resolution required for the photogram- 
met r ic  experiment 
the upper right a r e  discernible.  All the other features  a r e  lost ,  and when this 
character is t ic  i s  combined witha source- sensor  geometry where contrast  be-  
tween features  is suppressed,  such a s  in Figure 13 where the sun i s  almost a t  
the zenith, the low-resolution photogrammetry can onlybe applied to  very large 
fea tures .  
Only the large rills and the section of the large c r a t e r a t  
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Figure 1 2  Appearance of Lunar Model at Low Resolution 
R equir ed for  Photog r amme t r ic Analy s i s 
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This i s  the reason that many of the fea tures  tabulated in Table I V  
have x , y  coordinates measured only fo r  a few cases .  The features a r e  not 
recognizable at most source angles; therefore ,  an accurate  estimate of 
their  position is impossible.  This factor  is a l so  responsible for the large 
e r r o r s ,  where they do occur .  The worst  e r r o r  produced was the complete 
inability to measure z coordinates,  the heights of features .  The very grad-  
ual luminance gradients,  and the lack of any texture o r  points which could 
be used to focus on, produced a "floating image. Even for  those few large 
features  that could be recognized, the lack of any sharp  or  c lear ly  defined 
feature made it impossible to  focus the stereoscope and obtain a parallax.  
The problems encountered in this experiment give some indication of the 
difficulty to be expected in trying to cor re la te  the high resolution and the 
low resolution Orbi ter  data. 
The results of this section may be summarized a s  follows: 
1 .  Where the model features  could be resolved, low-resolution photo- 
grammetr ic  measurements  could be made repeatable,  and with an 
e r r o r  of 5 to 10%. This i s  an upper l imit  to  the e r r o r :  under r ea l  
lunar conditions, the equivalent system should produce consider - 
ably bet ter  resu l t s .  
2 .  Only those features  which a r e  several  t imes  the resolution element 
in s ize ,  and which have moderate luminance gradients.  can be r e -  
liably measured.  The very gradual luminance gradients present 
under most lunar surface experiment geometries would make it 
quite difficult to retain high accuracy.  
3 .  Observations taken with greatly exaggerated geometry (high obliques) 
a r e  much more  affected by the effects producing e r r o r s .  Thus high 
sensor  angles should be avoided. 
4. All low-resolution photogrammetry should be performed at  a s  high 
a sun angle as possible (sun near  horizon).  Low sun angles (sunnear  
zenith) wi l l  allow only measurement  of very large features .  Sun 
angles i >70° a r e  the best  for  photogrammetry,  and for  i < 70°. 
Many features  lack the distinctness and sharpness  acquired for  
accurate measurement .  
B .  Photometric Studies of the Lunar Model 
The photometric function of the lunar model, a s  i l lustrated in 
Figures  9,  10, and 11, provides a tool for  analyzing the photometric tech- 
nigues to  be used in the lunar program.  
seen that the lunar model photometric function is strongly dependent on 
the three  angles which define the geometry,  i ,  E and a ( o r a ) .  
coplanar geometry (a = O o )  and f o r  small  values of a ,  the function is  quite 
F r o m  the f igu res ,  i t  can be 
For  the 
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strongly differentiated in  both i and E ; i. e . ,  the individual curves  a r e  
well  separated.  F o r  the a = 90° case and for all large values of a, the 
function is even more strongly differentiated in i,  but it is very  weakly 
dependent on E a t  a l l  but the smallest  source angles. This means that 
the apparent luminance of a surface will change only slightly when viewed 
f rom different sensor  angles, but will change greatly for different source 
positions. 
The accuracy and repeatability of the photometric function depend 
on the inherent accuracy of the photometry, angular measurements,  and 
systemetic e r r o r s  in  the calibration procedure.  
is  only reported a s  570, but seems to  be considerably better than this ,  
The angular measurements  are accurate to  bet ter  than 1%. The mean 
deviations of the individual photometric functions f rom the mean function 
a r e  approximately f 0 .03  for large source angles (i > 400), and approxi- 
mate ly*  0 .05  for smal l  source angles  (i < 40O). 
e r r o r  in the J P L  mean lunar photometric function is f 0 .02  (Pa rke r  
The photometer accuracy 
The estimated mean 
e t  - al., 1964), which is slightly better than the values obtained in this  
study. The increase in scat ter  for sma l l  source angles is easily ex- 
plained: for smal l  source angles, the pore s t ructure  is  viewed almost 
perpendicularly, so  that any anomolous pore s t ructure  is emphasized, 
As the source angle becomes large, the light path through the foam layer  
becomes longer,  and a l a rge r  pore volume influences the reflected return,  
which minimizes the effects produced by a few over- o r  under-size pores 
in the center of the illuminated field. If the explanation is correct ,  the 
increase  in the e r r o r s  at smal l  i means that the effects of pore i r regu-  
la r i t i es  were  not entirely eliminated by the experimental  procedure.  It 
a l so  indicates that the mean e r r o r  f 0 .03  is a probable minimum value 
for the present  model: this much variation is a character is t ic  of the 
model. 
A di rec t  comparison of the lunar model photometric function to  the 
JPL mean lunar function (Willingham, 1964) shows the fall-off of the lunar 
with increasing source angle, the much sharper  peaks, and lower values a t  
all values of E for any i .  The theoretical photometric function derived by 
Hapke (1963, 1966) to  represent  the lunar surface has  been shown t o  
match the lunar data and the JPL function fairly well. This  theoret ical  
photometric function is given in  Figure 14 for a = Oo, 70°, and 90'; 
and for  i = Oo, -400, and -800. The s a m e  general  character  i s  present  
for  the Oo and 90° geometries as is observed for  the lunar  model. The 
major  disagreements have been discussed above. 
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An analytical equation which closely matches the lunar model photo- 
me t r i c  function can be obtained by modifying the Hapke function. The 
Hapke equation is of the form: 
where : 
2 B = the target  luminance in candles/cm 
E = illuminance in lumene/cm 
r = normal  albedo 
2 
0 
go = 
(Y = the phase angle which is a function of i, E ,  and a. 
Hapke theoretical  photometric function 
- .  
cos i 
where g is the compaction parameter  indicating the degree of porosity of 
the mater ia l ,  and 
r i  
This equation was used to  compute the photometric function given in F i g -  
u re s  14 and 15. 
Now, if a multiplier ie added of the form 
i) 
4 
A l  = (0. 37 t 0. 63 cos 
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the resultant photometric function has a envelope of peak reflectance 
ve ry  close to that of the lunar model. A second t e r m ,  
A~ = (1  - c o s  2 i sin li  - E (  ) 
is  needed to  reduce the value of B for sensor  angles away from the region 
i = E ,  for  low source angles. The modified theoretical  function is de-  
fined as 
@ = A A  9 .  
1 2 0  
Computing this for a = Oo coplanar geometry, the resultant photometric 
function is compared to  the lunar model measured values in Figure 16. 
The ag recm-e~ t  i n  reasonable and indicates that the equation given above 
can be used to perform analytical studies. 
It i s  necessary ,  in the next section, t o  utilize a photometric function 
for  a geometry where the angle a l i es  between the calibration values of Oo 
and 90°. Since there  a r e  no calibration data available for intermediate val- 
ues of a, an empir ical  photometric function must  be generated by inter-  
polation between the measured sets.  
met r ic  curves makes it c lear  that a simple interpolation procedure would 
be ve ry  inaccurate,  
radically between a = Oo and a = 90°. 
which to  proceed, it is almost impossible t o  obtain reliable resu l t s ;  i f  
the theoretical  photometric function i s  utilized, a much more accurate  pro- 
cedure can be developed. 
A brief examination of the photo- 
The ent i re  character  of the photometric curve changes 
Having only this information with 
It has been found that the theoretical  photometric function matches 
the JPL function fairly well  (Hapke, 1963). Fur ther ,  it can be modified 
to  represent  the lunar model function by the inclusion of two modifying 
t e r m s .  The method devised f o r  generating the lunar  model photometric 
function for Oo < a < 90° uses  the theoretical  photometrical function to 
compute a scale fac tor ,  o r  interpolation factor ,  which is used to t r ans -  
form a = Oo curves into a > Oo curves o r  a = 90° curves into a < 90°curves.  
This interpolation fac tor  computed for the theoretical  photometric function 
is then used to  compute an empirical  photometric function for  0' < a < 90° 
for  the lunar model. 
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This procedure w a s  car r ied  out for the noncoplanar geometry a = 70°, 
which i s  the geometry used in the photometry experiment described in the 
next subsection. The resu l t s  a r e  shown in Figure 17, where the lunar model 
empir ica l  photometric function for a = 70° is given, for negative source 
angles .  The functions for positive source angles a r e  s imilar  in shape, but 
a r e  asymmetr ic  in the opposite direction, toward positive sensor  angles.  
F igure  14 shows that the theoretical photometric curves  for a = 70° a r e  very 
similar to those fo r  a =  90°, being slightly asymmetr ical  with respect to 
E = O o .  This causes  the a = 70' curves to be quite s imilar  to the measured 
a =  90°curves,  yet having a marked asymmetry  in the direction where i =  e .  
This empir ical  function is used in the next section to perform photometri'c 
slope and albedo measurements .  
calculate a photometric function of this type for  any value of a in the range 
Oo to 9'. In pract ice ,  i t  would be much better to measu re  the photometric 
function for  a = 45O, thus providing a cent ra l  s e t  of values and allowing a 
bet ter  interpolation to b e  made. 
It is possible by the same  process  to 
e. Sioue and Aibedo Eetermination by the Photometric Method 
The photometric method of determining albedos and surface orien- 
Albedo measurement  is equally feasible for 
tation for lunar-type surfaces  is based upon the unique nature of the 
lunar photometric function. 
any type of surface,  but for most  mater ia ls  the angular dependence of 
reflectance does not allow any estimate of surface orientation. 
Fo r  a given surface element, the luminance is given by 
B = E r p (i, E ,  c y )  
0 
so  that i f  Eo and p a r e  known, a measurement  of B yields the normal  al- 
bedo, r ,  directly.  F o r  a lambertian sur face ,  @ = l s o  the ra t io  of the 
luminance to  the illuminance gives the normal  albedo. The same pr in-  
ciple can be applied to  a strong back-scat terer  such as the lunar model, 
but iP now can assume quite different values, dependent on i, E ,  and cy. 
In general, the albedo acts  as  a uniform scale factor:  any changes 
in luminance a r e  scaled on the same ra t io  for all values of i, E ,  and cy. 
Changes in the geometry, however, cause significant shape changes in 
the resultant luminance curves,  since the photometric function is re-  
sponsible for this effect .  
bedo and surface slope direct ly  from one s e t  of photometric measure-  
ments (at leas t  two measurements a r e  required with one of the three 
In theory, it is possible to  determine both al- 
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angles taking on different values). 
heren t  in any remote photometric measurement makes it advisable to  t ry  
t o  compute the two independently. 
In practice,  the amount of e r r o r  in- 
A s e r i e s  of photographic measurements  was performed in order  to  
evaluate the techniques, limitations, and accuracies  of the photometric 
method. The lunar model was illuminated by sunlight with a clear  sky 
and shielded as much as possible f rom sca t te red  skylight. 
a camera-f i lm-target  sys tem with effective resolution approximating that 
of the high-resolution c a m e r a  in the Lunar Orbi ter .  A number of photo- 
graphs were taken for  a range of source and sensor  angles, but all were 
obtained for the noncoplanar geometry a = 70°. This was done because of 
t ime limitations and limitations of the facility, and it resulted in severe 
limitations in the accuracy of the final resul ts .  Three basic sun condi- 
tions were investigated: low sun angles with the sun near  the model zenith 
(F igu re  13); intermediate siin angle  with the sun approximately 45' to the 
ver t ical  (Figure 18); and low sun angles with the sun near  the model hori-  
zon (Figure 19). 
source condition. 
Source and sensor  positions were measured  with the Wild T3 theod- 
olite, and accuracies  of better than 0. 02O were achieved. The t rue sen-  
s o r  angle for a given a r e a  was computed from the measured camera  an- 
gle by standard trigonometric methods. The calibration procedure in-  
volved the use of a separate  laboratory calibration af ter  the photographs 
had been taken. A s e r i e s  of images of graduated intensity were placed 
along the edge of each film by The University of Michigan Observatory 
spot sensi tometer ,  An independent calibration of the sensi tometer  was 
made, so that  the actual illuminances at the film plane were known. Due 
to  a mechanical defect in the timer, an uncertainty estimated to  be as high 
as 25% was present  in the calibration, which would be an extremely s e r i -  
ous e r r o r .  
maximum possible value, since reasonable resul ts  were obtained in the 
analys is . 
The sensor  was 
A complete range of sensor  angles was used for each 
Apparently the actual e r r o r  was considerably l e s s  than its 
F r o m  the calibrated spots, a set of D log E,  or  H and D, curves  
The film densities were  meas-  
were  generated for each film which allowed conversion of the image dem- 
s i t ies  to  equivalent film illuminances. 
ured with a Jarrel l -Ash scanning micro-densitometer with a viewing 
s c r e e n  to  allow accurate positioning of the image. 
was measured so that the lens t ransmission,  exposure t imes,  and f num- 
b e r s  were  known, and with these parameters  the film illuminances were  
direct ly  converted to  scene luminances. 
The camera  system 
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Figure  18 Appearance of Lunar Model for Intermediate Source 
Angle ( i  = 43O) Photometric Experiment 
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Figure 19 Appearance of Lunar  Model for High Source 
Angle (i = 88O) Photometric Experiment 
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The resulting photometric data consisted of plots of absolute lurriin- 
ance in candles/cm2 as function of sensor  angle. These plots contained 
a t  l eas t  two points representing the measured  luminance at two sensor  
positions for a given sun angle. It is best ,  naturally,  to  have as large a 
range of sensor  angles as possible in order  to  have a large luminance, curve 
but in the lunar situation, i t  is probable that a t  best  two or  three photo- 
graphs of a given lunar feature will be obtained at  a specified sun angle. 
Fo r  this reason, the luminance plots used to compute the slopes and a l -  
bedos photometrically only contained three points corresponding to  three 
closely spaced sensor  positions. 
By fitting the measured luminance curves  to the a = 70° photometric 
curves  for  the lunar model (Figure 1 7 )  and obtaining the best  match for  
for  the data,  both slopes and albedos were derived for eight areas on the 
model.  The eight a r e a s  were chosen a t  well-spaced distances around the 
model, having slopes ranging from 0. 78O up to  16. 4O as determined from 
the contour map. A l l  a r e a s  had albedos assumed to  be equal t o  the mean 
normal  albedo. 
The resul ts  of the photometric experiment for a slope determination 
a r e  tabulated in Table V with all slopes given in degrees .  Because of the 
experimental  problems,  especially the interpolation to  produce the a = 70° 
photometric function and the uncertainties in the calibration, the slope data 
are  mere ly  tabulated and no attempt i s  made to  extract  high precision r e -  
sul ts .  The resul ts  indicate the following: 
1. The photometric slopes a r e  in most  cases  close t o  the t rue  slope 
values . 
2. The mean e r r o r  is of the order  of 3 O  for high source angles, with 
no ser ious e r r o r s ,  and the t rue  slopes lying within the range of 
computed s lope s . 
3 .  The mean e r r o r  for intermediate source angles is 5 O  or  more ,  
with no  ser ious e r r o r s .  
4. The e r r o r s  for  low source angles range f rom lo t o  50°, more 
values being close to  t rue  values than far away from it. 
5 .  The range of e r r o r  of computed slopes is small for low and in te r -  
mediate source angles but large for sma l l  source angles.  
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These results should be considered as a demonstration of the capa-  
bility of the lunar model and the photometric technique to  provide a quanti- 
tative evaluation of procedures and accuracies .  
not be rel ied upon as definitive due to  the problems encountered in the 
experiment.  However, they do indicate that the photometric technique i s  
valid and that with careful control and good calibration data,  accuracies  
a t  least  of the o rde r  of 5 O  can be achieved. 
The actual resul ts  can 
One problem that occur red  for  a specific geometry is that at low sun 
angles near  the zenith, very  sma l l  contrasts  and luminance gradients are  
produced. This is  a well-known character is t ic  of the lunar surface which 
is evident in telescopic views or  photographs. It c r ea t e s  the problem of 
finding the same a r e a  in the various photographs in order  to  make the den- 
si ty measurement .  Without an accurate  control to  measure  the film co-  
ordinates exactly f rom some clear ly  recognizable feature,  the in te rpre te r  
has  a very difficult job of locating the same  exact position in  each photo- 
graph. This factor probably was responsible for producing both the gen- 
e ra l ly  increased e r r o r s  in slope for experiment 3 (low sun angles) and the 
few cases  where huge e r r o r s  occurred.  
The same data a r e  a l so  used t o  compute the albedos of the same  
eight a r e a s .  These resu l t s  a r e  tabulated in Table VI  and indicate e r r o r s  
of 10 t o  40%. These values should be much more  sensit ive to  e r r o r s  in 
the film calibration then a r e  the slope values, and they do s e e m  to  have 
been more seriously affected. 
of obtaining albedos, and its accuracy has been determined in other studies.  
Let it be mere ly  concluded he re  that the resu l t s  are approximately co r rec t ,  
but more  careful calibration control is required to  produce better accuracy.  
The photometric technique is the only way 
F r o m  the resu l t s  tabulated and from a d i rec t  examination of the 
photometric functions, the following conclusions can be drawn concerning 
the use of the photometric method: 
1. With accurate calibration and photometric functions (37'0 o r  be t te r ) ,  
surface slopes should be photometrically measurable  to  5 O  for  most  
source and sensor  angles.  
2. In this experiment,  highest slope accuracies  were  obtained for 
high and intermediate source angles.  Low source angles (near  
i = O o )  produced generally increased slope e r r o r s  and some 
ve ry  l a r g e  e r r o r s .  
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3 .  For  the coplanar geometry (a = O o ) ,  a l l  source and sensor  posi-  
tions should produce well-defined slope measurements .  
source angles should be p re fe r r ed  because of the higher surface 
contrast .  
to-large source angles for sma l l  sensor  angles,  because in this 
region the photometric curves a r e  well separated and their  slopes 
a r e  changing in a consistent manner .  Also, the better contrasts  
will aid in evaluation. 
High 
The bes t  geometry for  this case  would be moderate- 
4. For  the noncoplanar geometry (a = 90°), the source angle strongly 
influences the luminance, the sensor  angle does s o  only slightly. 
The best  procedure here  would be to  allow i to vary  for a given 
value of E .  Also, a very  bad geometry would be Oo < I i I < 50° 
for E l a rge r  than f 40° as can be seen from Figure 11. The 
photometric curves overlap and intermingle here ,  and sma l l  
photometric e r r o r s  could produce relatively large slope e r r o r s .  
The best  geometry for a = 90° would be -30°< E < t 30° for any 
source angle, i. e .  , camera  near  the zenith for any sun position. 
5. Fo r  the intermediate noncoplanar geometry (a = 70°),  the r e -  
sults a r e  s imi la r  to  those for a = 90°. In par t icular ,  f rom F i g -  
ure  17 it can be seen that the region of Oo < I i 1 C 500 and 
E l a rger  than f 40° is a very  confused region, with much c r o s s -  
over.  
duced by an inaccurate photometric function. The best  geometry 
for this case i s  a l so  low sensor  angle and a rb i t r a ry  source angle. 
This is  an experimental  i l lustration of the e r r o r s  pro-  
5.  The best  lunar geometry for albedo measurement  is a special  
case of the coplanar geometry which could be called "eclipse" 
geometry. 
and the reflectance is completely independent of surface slope, 
i and E .  F o r  this special  geometry,  the normal  albedo can be 
directly measured (since the photometric function equals 1 .  0)  
without any knowledge of the surface condition. For  any other 
geometry than this,  an est imate  of the surface geometry must  be 
made, because the photometric function en ters  the picture and 
must be calculated. In general, the best  geometry for  any value 
of a is to have E as close to  i as possible, i. e . ,  to  be as close to  
the reflectance peak as  possible. 
Here the source and the sensor  a r e  directly aligned, 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The lunar model has  a mean photometric function which exhibits a l l  
the qualitative character is t ics  of the lunar photometric function. 
model provides an accurate  tool which can be used to make quantitative 
experimental evaluations of techniques and procedures which may be used 
for  remote analysis of the lunar  surface. There  a r e  significant quantitative 
differences in the photometric response of the model f rom the lunar s u r -  
face, the most significant being a la rge  decrease  in the back-scattering 
peak with increasing source  angles. 
The 
The calibration accuracies  for the model a r e  f 1070 for the mean 
normal  albedos, f 3% for  the photometric functions, and f 1 / 4 O  for the 
slope variance a reas .  
photometric function may be a s  high a s  f 570, due to experimental factors.  
An accurate  contour map  oi t he  modei is presented, and tables oi  slopes, 
normal  albedos, and photometric functions for two geometries a r e  in- 
cluded. 
F o r  small  source angles, the mean e r r o r  in the 
The optical studies of the lunar model demonstrate that it is capable 
of producing quantitative experimental data which can be used to compare 
various techniques and procedures.  Because of experimental deficiencies, 
the photogrammetric resul ts  indicated a mean e r r o r  of 5 to  1070, but this is 
an upper l imit .  Low sun angles (sun  close to the zenith) were found to create  
maxim difficulty and resultant e r r o r  in photogrammetric measurements .  
The photometric experiments demonstrated that high and intermediate 
sun angles produced reasonably accurate, consistent measurements  of 
surface slope by the photometric method. Larger  mean e r r o r s  and some 
ser ious  e r r o r s  resulted from low sun angle geometry. Within the severe  
limitations of this experiment, slope accuracies  of 5O were  attained, and 
this is a strong indication that a carefully controlled experiment could 
produce better slope accuracies.  An evaluation of various source  sensor  
geometr ies  w a s  ca r r i ed  out; while no major  effects a r e  present for co- 
planar geometry, the noncoplanar geometry has  very definite optimum 
conditions. 
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